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EDITORIAL 
Firstly we would like to extend our warm gratitude to the Editors of 
this Open Access Journal. Journal of Psychological Abnormalities 
has collaboration with more than 50 eminent Editors and is 
successfully publishing quality articles in the field of addiction 
science. 
We are using an Editorial Tracking System for quality in peer- 
review process which is an online manuscript submission, review 
and tracking systems. Review processing is performed by the 
editorial board members of the Journal or outside experts; at least 
two independent reviewers approval followed by editor approval is 
required for acceptance of any citable manuscript. Authors may 
submit manuscripts and track for the priceless work of our board 
individuals in contributing both to our thorough companion audit 
framework and to the essential advancement of the Journal. The 
Journal group incorporates global specialists of related logical 
distributions. All the submitted papers go through different stages 
to guarantee distribution quality. The compositions go through the 
standard companion audit measure. There is beginning screening 
by the endless supply of paper. Fitting papers are then shipped off 
in any event two free refs. The remarks from the arbitrators are 
considered by the Editor-in- Chief, the key individual settling on an 
ultimate conclusion. Giving speedy and quality criticism to our 
esteemed editors remains our need concern so their work can be 
made accessible to worldwide society on schedule. 
COVID‐19 outbreak has caused massive disturbances globally 
leading to challenges for everyone. Several numbers of 
researchers/technicians are still facing challenges like laboratory 

  
Closures and arrangement of online teaching and also 
simultaneously dealing with the effects of this pandemic situation on 
their day to day lives. Some of the editors, reviewers, and authors of 
various different journals are also physicians who are battling the 
pandemic. Therefore, delays during this pandemic period are 
inevitable, and therefore we would like to convey our thanks. It is 
significant that our Editors and Editorial Advisory Board ought to 
address the themes we distribute as well as reflect nations from 
where our entries come. Moreover, Journal of Psychological 
Abnormalities has supported researchers in their early-career. 
Researchers/Scientist/Authors are invited to share their CV and 
research interest with us and become a part of the Editorial Board 
Member, where they can work closely along with the Editors and 
Reviewers to provide the same high quality and quick review 
process. If you are interested in joining our Editorial Board, Please 
send us your updated C.V., Research Interest, Biography, Recent 
Photograph (JPG) to mail id: Researchers/Scientist/Authors are 
invited to share their CV and research interest with us and become a 
part of the Editorial Board Member, where they can work closely 
along with the Editors and Reviewers to provide the same high  
quality and quick review process. If you are interested in joining our 
Editorial Board, Please send us your updated C.V., Research 
Interest, Biography, Recent Photograph (JPG) to mail id: 
psycholab@journalres.com.  
The editors anticipate working with our recently added individuals 
throughout the next few years. I invite all our board individuals and 
expand a warm greeting indeed to the individuals who have chosen 
to join our recognized rundown of researchers.
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